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MMS/M-20 13027
OPTIMIZATION MODELS FOR

BUSINESS DECISIONS

MBA-201

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt Six questions in all. Q. No. 1 is compulsory

and each part of this carries 4 marks. Remaining

questions are of 10 marks each.

1. (a) What are the simplex rules for selecting the pivot

column and pivot row ?

(b) Differentiate between Maximin and Minimax Regret

criterion.

(c) Briefly explain the role of sensitivity analysis in

linear programming.

(d) Describe the Hungarian method of solving the

assignment problem.

(e) What is the difference between transportation and

trans-shipment problems ?

2. Discuss the role of Management Science techniques for

optimum decisions in a business environment.



3. A retired person wants to invest up to an amount of

Rs. 30,000 in the fixed income securities. His broker

recommends investing in two bonds—bond A yielding

7% per annum and bond B yielding 10% per annum.

After some consideration he decides to invest at the most

Rs. 12000 in bond B and at least Rs. 6000 in bond A. He

also wants that the amount invested in bond A must be

at least equal to the amount invested in bond B. What

should the broker recommend if the investor wants to

maximize this return on investment ? Solve graphically.

4. For the following game, find optimal strategies of A and

B and value of game using principle of dominance :

     Player B

Strategies B1 B2 B3 B4

A1 7 6 8 9

Player A A2 –4 –3 9 10

A3 3 0 4 2

A4 10 5 –2 0

5. Discuss briefly various inventory models.

6. “Goal programming appears to be the most appropriate,

flexible and powerful technique for complex decision

problems involving multiple conflicting objectives.”

Discuss.
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7. Draw the network from the following activities and find

the critical path and total duration of the project :

Activity Duration (weeks)

1-2 6

1-3 8

2-3 4

2-4 3

3-4 (dummy) 0

3-5 6

4-6 10

5-6 3

8. “When it becomes difficult to use an optimization,

technique for solving a problem one has to resort is

simulation technique.” Discuss.

9. Explain queuing theory problem. Describe the advantages

of queuing theory to a business executive with a view to

persuading him to make use of the same in management.
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MHM/M-20 13028
BUSINESS RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

MBA-202

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory. Attempt any Five questions

from remaining questions.

(Compulsory Question)

1. (a) Difference between a management problem and a

research problem with examples.

(b) Why is research hypothesis not directly tested ?

(c) Difference between simple random and stratified

random sampling with examples.

(d) Nominal and ordinal scale with examples.

(e) Recent trends in usage of research in Indian

Corporate Sector.

2. What do you mean by sampling errors ? How do you

reduce non-sampling errors during data collection in :

(a) Questionnaire

(b) Interviews ?

3. What is Experimental Research Design ? Explain

principles and types of basic experimental designs.
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4. Discuss the steps involved in the Research process with

the help of an example.

5. Define the various steps involved in drafting a research

report and criterion for judgement of good research report.

6. Enumerate and explain the steps in cluster analysis.

7. What do you mean by the term ‘measurement’ ? Explain

the characteristics and various types of measurement

scales.

8. Explain the need for editing, coding, classifying and

tabulating in processing of data.

9. Case Study :

The ability to come up with business idea can be

transformed into a viable business where ideas supported

by feasibility and a business plan can be sold to interested

investors firms, and interested parties for a lump sum or

a management contractor, are as agreed business ideas, if

introduced at the right time, when demand for search

service are a product introduced by the ideas is expected

to surge, can lead to a very profitable business. Business

ideas are  always available through different sources;

however it’s the application applied on this ideas, and

timing makes all the different in failure or successes.

After discussing some good business ideas, Babu and
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Hari have decided that their best option is to open a

small cafe. They believe that their background and

experience in the hospitality industry will help them to

succeed. Hari is keen to start up the business straight

away and has already found what he things is a good

locations. However, Babu is not sure and won to spend

more time researching the market before they commit to

anything. Babu can see the benefit in being fully prepared

before investing time and money in to starting the business.

Questions :

(a) Explain, why you think Babu and Hari should

conduct market research before starting their

business ? What could they out by researching their

Market.

(b) Describe some methods the Babu and Hari could

use to learn more about the potential customers,

competitors and business locations.
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MHM/M-20 13029
PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS

MANAGEMENT

MBA-203

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory and  attempt Five other

questions.

1. State and explain the following :

(a) Operations as an instrument of business

combinations.

(b) Service operation vericals

(c) Capacity planning

(d) Lean supply chain

(e) Master Production Schedule. 5×4=20

2. What is process analysis ? What are its essentials ? Can

business process be a competitive strength ? Explain.

3+3+4=10

3. State and differentiate between the process selection and

facility layout. 10



4. Critically examine deterministic demand based inventory

management models. 10

5. Describe the essentials of supply chain management in a

transnational telecommunication enterprise. 10

6. What do you mean by Project Management ? Describe its

key elements in off-shore projects. 4+6=10

7. What is production planning and scheduling ? What are

its principles ? Describe in detail. 4+6=10

8. Write a comprehensive note on the quality management

in technology driven modern enterprises. 10
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MHM/M-20 13030
MARKETING MANAGEMENT

MBA-204

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt Six questions in all. Q. No. 1 is compulsory.

1. Answer the following in brief :

(a) Discuss the importance of marketing.

(b) Discuss the concept of marketing information

system.

(c) Explain complex buying behaviour.

(d) What are the objectives of pricing ?

(e) What are the characteristics of successful salesman ?

5×4=20

2. Define Holistic Marketing. What are the elements of

Holistic Marketing ? Is there any need of Holistic

Marketing in present scenario ? 10

3. What is Positioning ? What factors are considered while

positioning the product in market ? Also explain, why

companies change positioning of few products from time

to time ? 10
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4. “Research is the need of the day for marketing.” Comment.

Explain the techniques used in marketing research with

suitable examples. 10

5. Why there is a need to study the consumer behaviour ?

Discuss various determinants of consumer buying

behaviour. 10

6. “Brand enhances the value yet challenging to manage.”

Elucidate. 10

7. Discuss various pricing strategies in the light of product

life-cycle. 10

8. Discuss various tools of sales promotion generally used

by Indian concerns with the help of suitable examples.

Also discuss the reasons for growing importance of sales

promotion as an element of promotion mix. 10

9. ‘Building and maintaining long-term relationship is one

of the recent development in marketing.” Explain. Discuss

in detail different marketing strategies to build and

maintain long-term relationship with customers. 10
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MHM/M-20 13031
CORPORATE FINANCE

MBA-205

(Option-II)

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Q. No. 1 comprising of 5 short answer type questions

(of 4 marks each), from the remaining eight questions

the candidate is required to attempt any five questions

(of 10 marks each).

Compulsory Question

1. (i) What role should the financial manager play in a

modern enterprise ?

(ii) Calculate the present value of Rs. 6,000, (a) received

one year from now (b) received at the end of 5

years. Assume a 5 per cent time preference rate.

(iii) What is Risk ? Illustrate how can risk of a security

be calculated.

(iv) “The equity capital is cost free.” Do you agree ?

Give reason.

(v) What is Credit Analysis ?



2. “The Profit Maximization is not operationally feasible

criterion.” Do you agree ? Give reasons.

3. A company is considering the following investment

projects :

Projects     Cash flows (Rs.)

C0 C1 C2 C3

A –10,000 +10,000

B –10,000 +17,500 +7,500

C –10,000 +12,000 +4,000 +12,000

D –10,000 +10,000 +3,000 +13,000

(a) Rank the project according to each of the following

methods :

(i) Payback (ii) ARR

(iii) IRR (iv) NPV

assuming discount rate of 10%.

(b) Assuming the projects are independent which one

should be accepted ?

4. Distinguish between profits and cash flows. Why are cash

flows important in investment decisions ?

5. What are the essentials of Walter's dividend model ?

Illustrate with example.

6. What are the factors that influence management’s decision

to pay dividend ?
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7. How is the cost of debt computed ? How does it differ

from cost at Preference Capital ?

8. How is working capital of a firm affected by (a) Sales (b)

Technology and production policy (c) inflation ? Explain.

9. Write short notes on the following :

(i) Meaning and essentials of financial modeling

(ii) What do you mean by an appropriate capital

structure ?
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MMS/M-20 13032
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

MBA-206

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt Six questions in all, however Q. No. 1 is

compulsory.

(Compulsory Question)

1. (a) Briefly describe the functions of human resource

management.

(b) Write the process of human resource planning.

(c) How can make trainings effective ?

(d) Which factors determine employee compensation ?

(e) Explain ethical issues in human resource

management.

2. Discuss the human resource management challenges in a

changing business environment.

3. Define Job Analysis. Describe the process of Job Analysis.

4. What are the uses of performance appraisal data ? Discuss

the common mistakes made by managers in appraising

performance of employees.
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5. Discuss various gain sharing plans.

6. Define Industrial Relations. Explain various approaches

to industrial relations.

7. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Induction

(b) Job Evaluation.

8. Discuss the role of trade unions in industry.

9. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Grievance management

(b) Statutory measures for occupational health.
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MMS/M-20 13033
LEGAL ENVIRONMENT

MBA-207

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt Six questions in all. Q. No. 1 is compulsory.

1. Answer the following short answer type questions :

(a) Explain the essentials of a valid contract of sale.

(b) Why a manager needs to be aware with legal

system ?

(c) Figure out the alternate dispute resolution

mechanisms prevalent in India.

(d) Differentiate between Bailment and Pledge.

(e) Differentiate between Contracts of Indemnity and

Contracts of Guarantee.

2. Define Jurisprudence. Elaborate the structure of Indian

Legal System. Throw light on major sources business law

in India.

3. How would you explain the meaning of ‘consent’ and

‘free-consent’ ? What are the effects of absence of free

consent on validity of the contract ? Also state the

exceptions to the rule that an agreement without

consideration is void.
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4. State the different kinds of agents. What are the duties

and liabilities of various agents ? Mention the situations

under which an agency be terminated ?

5. What do you understand by Performance of a Contract ?

Explain the rules of law relating to time and place of

performance of contract.

6. State the rights of a surety against the (i) principal debtor

(ii) the creditor (iii) co-sureties. Also throw light on the

circumstances under which surety is discharged from his

liability.

7. Define the right of lien in respect of sale of goods. Under

what circumstances this right can be exercised ? When is

this right ceases/lost ?

8. What is meant by dissolution of a partnership firm ?

Under what situations a partnership firm is compulsorily

dissolved ? Discuss the rights and liabilities of partners

in case of dissolution of firm.

9. Why the importance of Copyrights, Trademarks, Secrete

and Patents has taken a rise in the contemporary time for

businesses ? Examine the Indian legal setup for protecting

the intellectual property rights.
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OMMS/M-20 13041
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE

CP-201

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt eight questions, out of ten questions, from Part

A (each of 5 marks) and three questions out of five

questions (each of 10 marks) from Part B.

Part A

1. Discuss the features of management science.

2. Solve the following LPP graphically :

Maximize   Z = 8x1 + 16x2

Subject to :

x1 + x2 < 200

x2 < 125

3x1 + 6x2 < 900

x1, x2 > 0

3. Using suitable examples, explain and illustrate :

(a) Saddle point

(b) Rule of dominance.
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4. Discuss the types of inventories and advantages and

disadvantages of maintaining inventories.

5. Write a note on graphic approach to sensitivity analysis

of LPP.

6. What is integer programming ? Give one example each

of a pure and a mixed integer programming problem.

7. Identify all the paths in the following network :

1 3 5 7

2 6

4 8

8. What is Simulation ? What are the benefits and application

areas of simulation ?

9. In a queuing system, if arrival rate is 6 per hour and

service rate is 10 per hour, find :

(a) Utilisation parameter

(b) Lq

(c) LS

(d) Wq.
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10. Find the optimal assignments to the following assignment

problem for minimising the cost :

Jobs

Workers A B C

P 4 2 8

Q 6 3 10

R 11 7 12

Part B

11. Discuss in detail the scope, methodology and limitations

of management science.

12. Solve the following LPP by Simplex method :

Maximize     Z = 40x1 + 35x2

Subject to :

2x1 + 3x2 < 60

4x1 + 3x2 < 96

x1, x2 > 0

13. What is Queuing Theory ? In which types of problem

situations can it be applied successfully ? Give the general

structure of a queuing system and explain.

14. (a) Discuss the assumptions, applications and limitations

of game theory.

(b) Discuss the process of simulation.
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15. Three time estimates (in weeks) viz optimistic (to), most

likely (tm) and pessimistic (tp) times of a PERT project

are as given below :

Activity to tm tp

1-2 4 6 8

2-3 5 7 15

2-4 4 8 12

3-5 15 20 25

3-6 10 18 26

4-6 8 9 16

5-7 4 8 12

6-7 1 2 3

7-8 6 7 8

Draw the network, identify the critical path and find the

probability of completing the project in 55 weeks.
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OMMS/M-20 13042
MARKETING MANAGEMENT

CP-202

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt eight questions from Part A (5 marks each)

and three questions from Part B(10 marks each).

Part A

Write notes on any eight of the following :

1. No-Store Retailing.

2. Lobbying as a PR tool.

3. Value vs. Perceived Value Pricing.

4. Packaging as a promotional tool.

5. Product line depth vs. consistency.

6. Strategies recommended for Maturity stage of Product

Life Cycle.

7. Marketing Decision Support System.
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8. Types of Positioning.

9. Role of Information Technology in Marketing.

10. Instances of unethical marketing.

Part B

11. How is marketing undergoing a change during Covid-19

era ? Give certain live instances to depict the changed

marketing in this period vis-a-viz earlier periods.

12. Discuss in brief various elements of promotion mix. Which

of these in your opinion is most crucial in case of

marketing of industrial products ?

13. What are the reasons for high percentage of new product

failures ? What is the practical way of developing a new

product ?

14. Do you see consumers behaving differently during

Covid-19 era ? What factors govern consumer buying

behaviour ?

15. What factors govern design of a distribution channel ?

Throw light on distribution network of any company of

your choice.
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OMMS/M-20 13043
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

CP-203

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt any eight questions from Part A and any three

questions from Part B.

Part A

1. Figure out the emerging HR trends which are shaping

contemporary organisations in India.

2. Identify various types of Interview.

3. Briefly state widely used methods of job design.

4. Mention some of the prominent external sources of

recruitment.

5. Mention the most widely acknowledged methods of

Disputes resolution.

6. Throw light on major milestones in evolution of HRM in

India.

7. Discuss various classification of Selection Tests.



8. Elaborate how Competency based Job Analysis is different

from traditional job analysis.

9. Differentiate between Domestic HRM and Global HRM.

10. Define Occupational Safety and Health in India. Also

mention its significance for organisations.

Part B

11. Define Training Needs Identification. Discuss its

significance in Training and Development Process.

Mention various methods of identifying training needs of

employees both at the organizational as well as individual

levels.

12. What is a Career Management System ? Figure out various

guidelines and essential do's as well as don't for a sound

career management system in modern day technology

oriented organisations.

13. Write a critical note explaining the contemporary scenario

regarding HR Ethics and Fair Treatment at modern day

workplaces.

14. Differentiate between Performance Appraisal and Potential

Appraisal. Explain some widely recognised traditional as

well as modern methods of managing the performance of

employees.

15. Discuss the salient features of Trade Union Movement in

India. Also throw light on their major functions.
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OMMS/M-20 13044
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

CP-204

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt any eight questions carrying 5 marks each from

Part A and attempt any three questions carrying 10

marks each from Part B.

Part A

1. Explain the objectives of Financial Management.

2. Is it possible for a project to have a payback period of

2 years and yet have a negative net present value ?

Explain.

3. What is the decision-criteria for the profitability index ?

Does this criteria agree with that of the net present value

technique ?

4. What is Optimum Capital Structure ? What are the features

of optimum capital structure ?

5. Describe with example the procedure for calculating

Weighted Average Cost of Capital.



6. What are the external factors affecting capital structure of

a firm ?

7. Explain and illustrate Gordon Dividend Model.

8. Explain three sources of short-term finance used by a

company.

9. What do you mean by receivables management ? What

key variables should be considered in evaluating changes

in credit policy ?

10. Explain with example “Decision tree approach of risk

analysis”.

Part B

11. A company is considering a proposal of installing a dying

equipment. The equipment would involve cash outlay of

Rs. 5 lakh and working capital of Rs. 50,000. The expected

life of the project is six years without any salvage value.

Assume that the company is allowed to charge depreciation

on straight line basis for tax purposes, and that the tax

rate is 40%. The estimate before tax cash flow are given

below :

Before-Tax Cash Flows (Rs. '000)

Year : 1 2 3 4 5 6

Cash flows : 200 170 150 150 110 100
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If the company's opportunity cost of capital is 12 per

cent, calculate the equipment's net present value and

internal rate of return.

12. Standard Bank of India has a scheme open to all

individuals/firms. A lumpsum deposit is remitted and the

principal is received with interest @ 12% p.a. in 12 or 24

monthly instalments. The interest is compounded at

quarterly intervals.

Calculate the amount of initial deposit to receive a monthly

installment of Rs. 100 for 12 months.

13. Answer the following questions :

(a) Explain briefly the different approaches to the

computation of the cost of equity capital.

(b) Calculate the explicit cost of debt when debentures

are sold at premium of 10 per cent and flotation

costs are 5 per cent of issue price. Assume coupon

rate of interest on debentures is 12 per cent; face

value of a debenture is Rs. 200; maturity period is

5 years; and tax rate is 30 per cent.

14. Explain the following by giving example :

(a) Factors determining capital structure

(b) Considerations in dividend decision.

15. Discuss the utility of cash budget in cash management.

What are the steps in preparation of cash budget ?
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OMMS/M-20 13045
BUSINESS RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

CP-205

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Part A

1. State and explain any eight of the following :

(i) Research process

(ii) Experimental research design

(iii) Essentials of quality research

(iv) Sources of secondary data

(v) Essentials of data editing

(vi) Conformatory factor analysis

(vii) Logistic regression

(viii) Multidimensional scaling

(ix) Criteria for good research report

(x) Observational studies. 8×5=40

Part B

Note : Attempt any three questions.

2. Describe recent trends in usage of research in business

decision-making by the Indian Corporate entities. 10
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3. What is a research design ? Why is it needed ? Explain.

5+5=10

4. Write a detailed note on the primary data analysis in

business research. 10

5. What are elements of research report ? Describe challenges

in writing research reports. 5+5=10

6. Briefly, describe uses and applications of statistical tools

in business researches. 10
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OMMS/M-20 13046
PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS

MANAGEMENT

CP-206

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt any eight questions of 5 marks each from

Part A and any three questions of 10 marks each from

Part B.

Part A

1. Illustrate the difference between intermittent and

continuous production systems.

2. How does a good plant layout help in increasing the

productivity ?

3. Discuss the principles of material handling.

4. Explain in brief line of balance.

5. How is planning capacity in case of services always a

challenging task ?

6. Enumerate the essentials of a good product design.



7. Explain decision options in Aggregate Planning in brief.

8. Explain the need and importance of Plant Maintenance.

9. What role can work study play in efficient operation of

an enterprise ?

10. What is acceptance sampling in quality control ?

Part B

11. What is “Operations Management” ? What are different

decisions taken by Operations Managers for production ?

12. Discuss the factors affecting location of a plant. If we

ignore these factors, what will be disadvantage ?

13. Explain the concept of PPC. Also explain the various

functions of PPC. Is production planning done at first or

production controls done first ? Explain with reasons.

14. What do you mean by Materials Management ? Write

briefly the importance of Materials Management for the

present day organizations.

15. What do you understand by TQM ? Discuss the

dimensions of quality in terms of goods and services.
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OMMS/M-20 13047
ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR

CP-207

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt any eight questions from Part A of 5 marks

each and any three questions from Part B of 10 marks

each.

Part A

1. Explain the cognitive framework of organisational

behaviour.

2. What can affect employee attitude at work place ? Explain.

3. Explain Alderfer’s theory of motivation.

4. Why employee recognition is important ? Suggest some

effective ways to recognise employees.

5. Discuss Fiedler’s model of leadership.

6. Define Group. Explain group development process.

7. What is the concept of organisational climate ? Which

factors influence organisational climate ?
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8. How can an organisation achieve effectiveness ? Discuss.

9. Explain the concept of organisational development.

10. What are the ways of preventing work stress ?

Part B

11. Define organisational behaviour and explain its

characteristics.

12. Discuss the classical conditioning theory of learning.

13. Explain the concept of Transational Analysis. Discuss the

application to organisational behaviour.

14. Briefly explain the effect of various organisational

structures on human behaviour.

15. Who do people resist change ? How can managers

overcome resistance to change ?
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MMS/M-20 13048
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

MBA-401

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : There are nine questions in all. Attempt six questions

in all. Q. No. 1 is compulsory.

(Compulsory Question)

1. Discuss the following : 5×4=20

(a) Entrepreneurial ecosystem

(b) Differentiate between corporate and intrapreneurial

organizational culture

(c) Relationship between business and scalability

(d) ICT based business models

(e) Crowd funding.

2. Entrepreneurship and economic development go hand in

hand. Discuss the contribution of startup revolution in

promoting entrepreneurship in India. 10

3. Define the following : 2×5=10

(a) Idea to opportunity mapping

(b) Entrepreneurial mindset.
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4. (a) What are the different sourcing of getting new

ideas ?

(b) Define value analysis techniques that can help an

entrepreneur to get competitive edge in the market.

2×5=10

5. What are the different perspectives to be considered while

preparing a business plan ? What are the three key

perspectives that matter the most ? Explain. 10

6. Differentiate between market segmentation and market

positioning and the relevance of these two concept to an

entrepreneur. 10

7. Differentiate the following : 2×5=10

(a) Industry analysis and competitor analysis

(b) Idea and opportunity.

8. Define and differentiate between the three basic legal

forms of business entities. Also define the concept of

holding company. 10

9. Write a comprehensive note on digital economy as a

boon to entrepreneurs. Also discuss briefly various

successful e-Business models. 10
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MMS/M-20 13049
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

AND SUSTAINABILITY

MBA-402

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory, comprising of 5 short answer

type questions of 4 marks each. Attempt Five questions

from remaining 8 questions, of 10 marks each.

1. Write short answers for the following :

(a) What are the challenges that occur while

implementing strategies of CSR ?

(b) What does Corporate Citizenship mean ?

(c) Difference between shareholder and stakeholder

capitalism.

(d) What is Corporate Sustainability ?

(e) What Responsibilities does a business hold towards

stakeholders in CSR ?

2. There are two opposing principles guiding the operations

of corporate bodies :

(a) the “business of business is business” principle,

and

(b) the “social contract” principle.

Discuss.



3. Explain the structure and development board of Corporate

Governance in India.

4. Explain the techniques of Corporate Governance rating in

India.

5. Explain different models of CSR briefly.

6. Discuss in detail about the regulatory framework and

challenges in mainstreaming sustainability reporting.

7. Trace the evolution of Corporate Governance and highlight

the governance challenges in business specially in India.

8. What is Corporate  Sustainability Reporting ? Explain the

Sustainability Indices—‘Principles of responsible

investment’.

9. Discuss about the global reporting initiative guidelines on

social, environmental, economic responsibility of a

business.
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 02

MMS/M-20 13053
PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

FM-404

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt six questions in all. Q. No. 1 is compulsory

and each part of this carries 4 marks. Remaining

questions are of 10 marks each.

1. (a) Difference between Beta and Standard deviation as

measure of risk.

(b) What factors necessitate portfolio revision ?

(c) Distinguish between efficient portfolio and feasible

portfolio.

(d) How do you interpret  and  parameters in the

Sharpe single index model ?

(e) What are the key functions of professional money

management companies ?

2. What do you understand by the term portfolio

management ? What are the factors that a portfolio

manager should keep in mind while deciding on

investment ?

3. How is Markowitz Model useful in portfolio selection ?

Illustrate your answer.



4. How does the Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) differ from

the CAPM ? Which theory, in your view, holds better

position to explain the expected returns on stocks ?

Discuss in detail.

5. Write down a detailed note on valuation process adopted

for valuation of alternative investments.

6. Discuss briefly :

(a) SEBI guidelines on portfolio management

(b) Objectives of investing in alternate asset classes.

7. What are different perspectives that can be adopted for

the evaluation of risk adjusted performance of the

investment activitity ? Discuss in detail Treynor and Jensen

ratio.

8. Write briefly :

(a) How is bond portfolio performance evaluated ?

(b) What is role of Client data collections and analysis

in wealth management ?

9. What is an asset allocation ? Also discuss the factors that

need to be kept in mind to decide an asset allocation for

a client.
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MMS/M-20 13054
INSURANCE AND RISK MANAGEMENT

FM-405

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt Six questions in all, including compulsory

Q. No. 1.

1. Describe the following :

(i) Principle of subrogation.

(ii) Features of IRDA Act.

(iii) Role of Diversification in risk management.

(iv) Objectives of Risk retention.

(v) Characteristics of Risk pricing. 5×4

2. Explain in detail the need and functions of Non-life

insurance in India.

3. State the various products offered by the Indian life

insurance companies.

4. Who is an individual agent ? How is he/she appointed ?

Also, state the code of conduct followed by an individual

agent.
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5. What do you understand by risk ? How risk can be

managed in an insurance company ? Explain.

6. Discuss the role of derivative contracts in corporate risk

management.

7. What is risk control ? Describe the process of risk control.

8. Describe the various techniques of risk reduction with

examples.

9. Write a detailed note on risk aversion and risk management

of individuals. 5×10
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 02

MMS/M-20 13055
PRIVATE EQUITY AND WEALTH

MANAGEMENT

FM-406

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory and each part of it carries 4

marks. From Question Nos. 2 to 9, attempt any Five

questions carrying 10 marks each.

1. Answer/Explain the following in up to two page length

each :

(a) Explain scope of wealth management.

(b) Who are participants in Private Equity Industry ?

(c) What is aim of personal Financial Planning ?

(d) Elaborate the role of Players in the private equity.

(e) What are the routes of VC/PE investments in India ?

2. Explain the need and components of wealth management.

Also elaborate the process of Wealth Management.

3. What is Code of Ethics ? Explain the code of ethics in

wealth management by different bodies.



4. Elaborate the following steps of investing used by private

equity firms :

(a) Deal evaluation

(b) Initial negotiation

(c) Due diligence.

5. State the differences between venture capital and private

equity. Describe the legal structure of Private Equity.

6. Define Venture Capital and state the features of venture

capital. Give an overview of regulatory aspects of Venture

capital in India.

7. Explain the following valuation methods :

(a) Conventional Venture capitalist evaluation method

(b) The first Chicago method.

8. “Insurance allows financial security against future risk,

accidents and uncertainty.” Comment on this statement

and describe risk analysis and management process.

9. Write notes on the following :

(a) Professional considerations in financial planning

(b) Legal aspects of financial planning

(c) Hedge funds and sovereign funds.
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MMS/M-20 13056
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING

MM-401

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory. Attempt any five questions out

of remaining eight questions.

(Compulsory Question)

1. Answer the following short answer type questions :

(a) What is International Trade ?

(b) What is Licensing ?

(c) What is Product Adaptation ?

(d) What is Ethnocentric Pricing ?

(e) What is Counter Trade ? 5×4=20

2. Distinguish between Domestic Marketing and International

Marketing. Explain the nature and scope of International

Marketing. 10

3. Explain the EPRG framework in the context of

International Marketing Orientation. 10
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4. Distinguish between tariff and non-tariff barriers in

international trade. Explain various non-tariff barriers that

can be used in international trade. 10

5. Explain the meaning and process of International

Marketing Planning. Also explain the various challenges

involved in it. 10

6. Explain the various criteria that can be used for market

segmentation in International Marketing. Also discuss the

various segmentation-targeting-positioning (STP) strategies

that global marketers can apply. 10

7. Discuss the pros and cons of product standardization and

adaptation strategies in International Marketing. 10

8. Discuss the various branding alternatives available to an

international marketer. What factors influence branding

decisions in international marketing ? 10

9. Discuss various factors influencing the choice of channel

of distribution in international marketing. Also explain

the process of locating and selecting channel members

for international marketing. 10
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MMS/M-20 13057
BUSINESS MARKETING

MM-402

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt six questions in all. Q. No. 1 is compulsory

comprising five questions of 4 marks each. Attempt

five questions of 10 marks each from remaining eight

questions.

(Compulsory Question)

1. (a) Derived demand.

(b) Value analysis.

(c) Buygrid framework.

(d) Leasing.

(e) Value added resellers.

2. What is the status of business marketing in globalised

markets ? What challenges are faced by an Indian company

in terms of business marketing ?

3. How do purchasing practices in Government organizations

differ from the private commercial enterprises ?
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4. Explain the Sheth model of business buyer behaviour.

5. When Delphi technique, in-depth interviews and focus-

group interviews are used ? As a business marketer,

which method would you use to forecast new business

trends and why ?

6. Explain the different stages of industrial product life-

cycle and marketing strategies to be followed at each

stage.

7. Discuss in detail the steps to be followed in designing the

channel in distribution.

8. How do pricing objectives influence the pricing decisions ?

Why is cost-benefit analysis done and how ?

9. Discuss the steps involved in designing the communication

programme in business markets.
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 02

MMS/M-20 13058
SERVICE MARKETING

MM-403

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt six questions in all. Q. No. 1 carrying 20 marks

is compulsory. Attempt five more questions in addition

to the first question. Question Nos. 2-9 carry 10 marks

each.

1. Write short notes on the following :

(i) Reasons for growth of services in India

(ii) Core and complementary services

(iii) Brand positioning strategies in service industries

(iv) Brand positioning in services

(v) Managing service productivity.

2. What is the significance of services in a growing

economy ? What is the contribution of services to the

GDP of India ?

3. Describe unique characteristics of services and the

challenges they pose. What strategies marketers adopt to

win over these challenges ?



4. Write a detailed note on service classification. Cite relevant

examples.

5. Why there is need to extend 4 P model of marketing mix

for service industries ? Discuss in detail different elements

of service marketing mix.

6. What environmental factors affect service industries ?

7. Define service quality. What are the challenges in

managing service quality ? Cite Gap Model in the context.

8. What do you mean by relationship marketing ? Why is it

said to be of immense importance for service industries ?

What are different tools of relationship marketing ?

9. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Service recovery strategies

(b) Interactive marketing.
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 02

MMS/M-20 13060
RURAL AND AGRIBUSINESS MARKETING

MM-405

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt six questions in all. Q. No. 1 is compulsory

and each part of this carries 4 marks. Remaining

questions are of 10 marks each.

1. Compulsory question :

Answer the following in brief : 5×4

(a) Discuss the scope of Rural Marketing.

(b) Briefly explain the buying process of rural

consumers.

(c) What are pricing objectives in rural markets ?

(d) Define Agribusiness marketing mix.

(e) Discuss the role of IT in Agribusiness marketing.

2. Is Rural market different from Urban market in the current

scenario ? Comment. 10

3. What are social and economic factors that are changing

the face of rural markets ? 10

4. Explain the concept of STP with suitable example in the

context of Rural Marketing. 10



5. Communicating with rural consumers is a big challenge

for marketers. How would you design an effective

communication and media strategy to reach rural

consumers ? 10

6. What is the issue of fake brands in rural markets and

how to overcome the same ? 10

7. What are the challenges companies faces in rural

distribution and discuss how the same can be overcome ?

10

8. Define ‘Agricultural Marketing’ and discuss its functions.

10

9. Briefly explain the measures adopted by the Govt. to

improve Agricultural Marketing. 10
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MMS/M-20 13061
RETAIL AND MALL MANAGEMENT

MM-406

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt six questions in all. Q. No. 1 (20 marks) is

compulsory. Attempt five more questions (10 marks

each) from remaining eight questions.

1. Write notes on the following :

(i) Role of IT in modern day retailing.

(ii) Recovery management in malls.

(iii) Prominent Mall Chains in India.

(iv) Examples of Non-store Retailing.

(v) Retail Life-cycle.

2. Discuss the impact of lockdown on shopping malls in

India. Also discuss sustainable strategies for these in this

tough time.

3. “In this phase of recession, what HR strategies would

you recommend to shopping malls that are beneficial to

all stakeholders ?
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4. What marketing strategies are recommended for malls in

smaller cities offering fewer opportunities for outlets in

the same ?

5. What factors govern retail buying behaviour ? Do you

see a change in behaviour when online buying is becoming

increasingly popular ?

6. What factors govern store location ? Why the policy of

Walmart of locating stores in Suburbs worked in USA

and failed in most other countries ?

7. What layout would you suggest for a branded furniture

store ? Give reasons for your choice.

8. How can CRM be practiced in retail sector ? Discuss

some best practices in this regard.

9. How is retail promotion different to normal brand

promotion ? Which media variants are most suitable for

retail promotion ?
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MMS/M-20 13062
GROUP DYNAMICS AND LEADERSHIP

EXCELLENCE

HRM-401

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt Six questions in all, however Q. No. 1 is

compulsory.

1. Short answer type questions :

(i) What are the essential characteristics of group and

team ? Differentiate the two with the help of suitable

example.

(ii) Define negative brain storming in a group.

(iii) How do cohesiveness and conformity effect group

work behaviour ?

(iv) What is Social Loafing ? How does it effect work

behaviour ?

(v) What are the qualities of effective leaders ?

2. What do you mean by group dynamics ? Explain the

stages of group development.

3. Explain any two group decision-making techniques. Also

suggest some measures to improve group decision-making.
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4. Explain “Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orientation-

FIRO” theory in detail.

5. What is the difference between group think and group

shifts ? What can managers do to minimise the effect of

group think and group shift ?

6. What is Transactional Analysis Theory ? Explain the

‘structural analysis’ of the theory.

7. What is the need of co-operation and competition in

work behaviour ? How do co-operation and competition

lead to higher productivity ?

8. What is the process of communication ? Explain the

importance and types of communication networks in

formal communication.

9. What is the difference between transactional and

transformational leadership ? Which type should you

choose for the success of an FI organisation ?
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 02

MMS/M-20 13063
STRATEGIC HUMAN RESOURCE

MANAGEMENT

HRM-402

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory and attempt any five other

questions.

1. Write short notes on any five of the following :

(a) Aims of SHRM

(b) Conceptual Framework of SHRM

(c) Need to align HR strategy with overall corporate

strategy.

(d) Differentiate between HRM and strategic HRM.

(e) Competencies of HR Professional in a SHRM

scenario.

(f) Reward Strategy as a part of HRM strategy. 5×4=20

2. Explain with examples various SHRM approaches that

can be of use to design SHRM for an organization. 10

3. Define various models that can be used as a part of

SHRM. Explain the significance of each Model and how

these models vary with respect to their applicability. 10



4. Explain the nature of HRM strategy and discuss the steps

involved in its development and implementation. Give

examples in support. 10

5. (a) What are the components of Organisation

Development Strategy ? Discuss. 5

(b) How Human Capital Management Strategy is made ?

Discuss. 5

6. Write notes on the following :

(a) Employee Engagement Strategy 5

(b) Talent Management Strategy. 5

7. What do you understand by Strategic International HRM ?

What International HRM strategies are made as a part of

it ? Discuss. 10

8. What approaches can be used to evaluate and measure

the impact of strategic HRM on the organization ? Discuss

them with examples. 10

9. Write briefly on the following :

(a) Corporate Ethics, Values and SHRM 5

(b) Organizational Performance Strategy as a part of

HRM strategy. 5
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MMS/M-20 13064
CROSS CULTURAL AND GLOBAL HRM

HRM-403

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt six questions in all, out of which Q. No. 1 is

compulsory. Marks are given against each question.

1. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Emerging global HRM practices 4

(b) Components of global compensation 4

(c) Objectives of global trainging 4

(d) Components of global compensation 4

(e) Challenges of global HRM. 4

2. Discuss the implications of global HRM challenges to

organizational growth and development. Justify your

answer with examples. 10

3. Define the key elements of global business communication.

How does it help in managing cross cultural diversity ?

Discuss. 10

4. Discuss the importance of Hofstede six key dimensions

in managing cross cultural differences of global

organizations. 10
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5. What are the core competencies of managing HR of

global business organizations ? Explain, how global

communication strategies help to manage them effectively.

10

6. Describe the challenges of cross cultural staffing for HR

managers. Explain troubleshooting strategies to convert

those challenges into opportunities ? Discuss. 10

7. What is Global Compensation ? How does it differ from

international compensation ? Defend your answer with

examples. 10

8. Describe the means and methods of training for global

staff. What is its impact on organizational and individual

development ? Discuss. 10

9. What trends are taking place in Indian industrial relations

in this globalized era ? Explain the factors responsible

for this change. 10
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MMS/M-20 13065
COUNSELING, MENTORING AND

NEGOTIATION SKILLS

HRM-404

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt six questions in all out of which Q. No. 1 is

compulsory. Marks are given against each question.

1. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Objectives of counseling skills 4

(b) Role of ethics in counseling 4

(c) Importance of negotiation skills for managers 4

(d) Strategic implications of mentoring 4

(e) Guidelines for action plans. 4

2. Discuss the importance of counseling for HR managers.

What are their implications for organizational growth and

development ? 10

3. Define the fundamental characteristics of professional

counselors. How do these contribute positively in

managing client relationship ? Discuss. 10



4. What is the relationship between cognitive and behavioural

therapy ? Explain their significant contribution in ensuring

desired employee performance. Justify your answer with

examples. 10

5. What are the practical problems of counseling in a business

organization ? Which therapy is more effective to solve

such problems ? Discuss. 10

6. Discuss the impact of distributive bargaining in relationship

management. What are its implications to HR manager ?

10

7. Define the role and responsibility of negotiation in conflict

organizations. What are its implications to managerial

effectiveness ? Discuss. 10

8. Explain the importance of mentoring skills of managers

for managing employee relationship. Explain its limitations

in present organization environment. 10

9. What is the relationship between mentoring and planning ?

Explain its importance for goal setting of an organization.

10
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 03

MMS/M-20 13067
COMPETENCY MAPPING AND

ASSESSMENT CENTRES

HRM-406

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : The question paper consists of nine questions in all. Q.

No. 1 is compulsory. Attempt any five questions from

Part B. Each question of Part A, carries 4 marks and

that of Part B carries 10 marks.

Part A

1. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Briefly describe the Iceberg model of Competency.

(b) Elaborate the concept and relevance of Succession

planning.

(c) Differentiate between threshold competencies and

core competencies

(d) Mention the key challenges faced in Assessment

centres.

(e) State the Generic Competencies which are

prerequisite for successful leaders.



Part B

2. Elucidate the concept of Competency Based HRM. How

competency based HRM is different from traditional

HRM ? Outline the benefits of competency based HRM

to improve the overall performance of an organization.

3. Enumerate the key issues and challenges faced while

developing competency models by organizations. Also

throw light on guidelines regarding successful

implementation of competency models.

4. State the usage and implications of using SPIRO-M Profile

and FIRO-B techniques during the assessment of

employees at Assessment Centres.

5. Design and Develop a comprehensive competency

mapping model specifically for Sales Professional of an

contemporary organization.

6. Compare and contrast the Assessment centre and

Development centre. Briefly mention some of the key

problems as well as challenges for Assessment Centres.

7. Discuss Myers Briggs type Indicator (MBTI) that enables

an understanding of behaviour of individuals and groups

and also discuss the challenges faced in implementing

such tests.
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8. Examine the major Competency Based HRM Applications.

State their relevance and implications.

9. Define Competency Mapping. Explain the various steps

involved in the development of a competency mapping

framework.
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 02

SMS/M-20 13068
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL MARKETS

IB-401

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory and each part of it carries 4

marks. From question 2 to 9, attempt any five questions

carrying 10 marks each.

1. Answer/explain the following in up to two pages length

each :

(a) What role does IMF play ?

(b) Why was World Bank created ?

(c) Explain features of Euro-notes market.

(d) What do you mean by Currency Risk ?

(e) IDRs.

2. What is the difference between Euro currency loan and

Euro bond ? Are there differences in financing pattern in

India and US ?

3. Why does most interbank currency trading worldwide

involve the US dollar ? Why might it be easier for an

investor desiring to diversity his portfolio internationally

to buy depository receipts rather than the actual share of

the company ?



4. Explain features of the following instruments of

international money market :

(a) Euro-Bonds

(b) Euro-Loans

(c) GDRs.

5. Describe the role of IFC and BIS in International financial

markets.

6. Make a critical appraisal of the role of International Centre

for Settlement of Investment Disputes and Regional

Development Banks.

7. What are Euro-commercial papers ? Who can issue them ?

Mention advantages and disadvantages of Euro-commercial

papers.

8. Describe objective, issues and challenges of Participatory

Notes.

9. Explain reasons for international banking. Describe types

of international banking offices.
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MMS/M-20 13069
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING

IB-402

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt six questions in all. Q. No. 1 is compulsory

comprising five questions of 4 marks each. Attempt

five questions of 10 marks each from remaining eight

questions.

(Compulsory Question)

1. (a) Define regiocentricity. How are companies following

this approach ?

(b) How is advalorem duty different from VAT ?

(c) Explain any three factors influencing product

standardization.

(d) Differentiate between management contracts and

contract manufacturing.

(e) Explain cargo insurance.

2. What is the scope of international marketing ? Differentiate

between domestic marketing and international marketing.
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3. How political environment of a nation affects the

international marketing decision of a company ? Cite

suitable examples to justify each element.

4. Explain the various routes through which companies invest

in foreign markets. Explain the pros and cons of each

route of FDI.

5. Explain the criteria of selecting the foreign markets. Also

explain the selection strategies with suitable examples.

6. How well Indian brands are doing in international

markets ? With suitable examples, give the international

marketing mix strategies used by these brands.

7. Which modes of payment are used in international

context ? Which is the most risky route of payment ?

8. Discuss the elements of advertising strategy. What

challenges are faced in international advertising ?

9. Explain the types of foreign based intermediaries who

help the company in distributing its products in foreign

markets.
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SMS/M-20 13070
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL

MANAGEMENT

IB-403

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory and each part of it carries 4

marks. From question nos. 2 to 9, attempt any five

questions carrying 10 marks each.

1. Answer/explain the following in up to two page length

each :

(a) What is scope of International Financial

Management ?

(b) What factors have facilitated the growth of

international flow of funds ?

(c) Who are participants in foreign exchange market ?

(d) What is role of World Bank ?

(e) Tax aspects of wholly subsidiaries of Foreign based

Parent Companies.

2. How is International Financial Management different from

domestic financial management ? What role does a finance

manager play in an MNC ? What are recent developments

in international financial environment ?



3. What is Foreign Exchange Market ? What are the main

functions of foreign exchange market ? Explain factors

affecting foreign exchange rate.

4. Explain with the help of an imaginary illustration. How

capital budgeting decisions of any MNC may be different

from domestic firms ?

5. What are different mode of making payments in foreign

trade ? Discuss briefly the different types of letters of

credit that are used in international trade.

6. What role do Multilateral Development Banks play in

economic growth ? Enumerate some of the Development

Banks and Multinational Banks by giving their functions.

7. What is portfolio investment ? What factors drive investors

to go in for portfolio investment ?

8. Why is international cash management necessary ? When

is centralized cash management more useful as compared

to decentralized cash management ?

9. What is Political risk ? How is it measured ? Explain

strategies to manage political risk.
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MMS/M-20 13071
INTERNATIONAL STRATEGIC

MANAGEMENT

IB-404

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Q. No. 1 comprising of five parts of 4 marks each is

compulsory and attempt five questions out of the

remaining eight questions carries 10 marks each.

1. Explain/answer the following in upto two page length

each :

(a) Dimensions of International strategic management.

(b) Who work as strategists in international business

organizations ?

(c) Pre-requisites of international strategic management.

(d) Ethics in strategic management.

(e) Ansoff model of strategic choice.

2. Describe the following strategies in reference to

multinational companies :

(a) Turn-around strategies

(b) Retrenchment strategies

(c) Integration strategies

(d) Foreign collaboration.
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3. Describe Michael Porter five force model. Also explain

use of GE model and Shell Matrix.

4. How does a Project structure differ from Marix structure ?

Why leadership changes and functional strategic changes

are needed in strategy implementation ?

5. Define the term ‘organisational culture’. What are various

dimensions of culture ? Explain behavioural aspects of

strategic implementation.

6. Explain the need of a good organisation structure and

resource allocation for strategic implementation.

7. Describe the relationship between strategy formulation

and implementation. Explain behavioural aspects of

strategic implementation.

8. What do you mean by strategic evaluation ? Describe

traditional approach and contemporary approaches to

strategic control.

9. Answer the following questions in up to two pages each :

(a) What is Premise Control ?

(b) What is Benchmarking ?

(c) What is use of Internet in strategic management ?

(d) Integration of functional plans.
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MMS/M-20 13072
CROSS CULTURAL AND GLOBAL

MANAGEMENT

IB-405

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory. Attempt Six questions in all.

1. Attempt the following short answer type questions

(compulsory) :

(a) Examine the approaches for managing multicultural

diversity in MNCs.

(b) Outline the complexities in international

compensation and benefits systems (C & B).

(c) Identify the key determinants that help in designing

organisational structures for international operations.

(d) Describe the new structure for HR in today’s MNCs.

(e) What actions would you suggest to HR managers

in order to increase their professionalism and

competency in handling global HR issues ?

2. Explain the characteristics of a successful International

Performance Management System. Identify and suggest

ways to overcome the major challenges related to the

performance management of international assignees.
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3. Which factors determine the choice of a staffing approach

in an MNC ? Would an MNC choose the same staffing

approach worldwide ? Give suitable arguments highlighting

key determinants of staffing choices.

4. Compare and contract various international compensation

management systems/approaches ? State their merits as

well as demerits of each system ? When are they used

most appropriately ?

5. Define Negotiation in International context. Elaborate the

various stages of the Cross-Cultural Negotiation Process.

State the determinants of success in international

negotiations.

6. What should be the criteria to select an associate for an

international assignment ? How is such selection process

performed ? What characteristics determine the success

of such associate ?

7. State different stages of evolution of the MNC. Figure

out the prominent types of organizational structures used

by MNCs in various cultural context.
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8. Elucidate the key objectives behind Cross Cultural

Research. Mention the mechanisms and methodologies

followed for performing Cross Cultural Research. Briefly

highlight the difficulties encountered while performing

cross-cultural research.

9. Define the concept of Decision Making in Cross Cultural

Context. Which approaches are followed by successful

international managers while taking decisions in global

context ? State problem encountered in effective decision

making in global context.
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 02

MMS/M-20 13073
REGIONAL ECONOMIC BLOCKS

IB-406

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Q. No. 1 (20 marks) is compulsory. Attempt any Five

questions (10 marks each) from remaining eight

questions.

1. Compulsory question :

(a) SEZ

(b) Regionalization

(c) Custom unions

(d) Currency risk

(e) Measures to correct balance of payment.

2. Discuss the various approaches/orientation of international

business. Which companies are achieving competitive

advantage by using these approaches ?

3. What is global regionalization ? What motivates countries

to join regional trade blocs ?

4. Explain the modern theory of international trade ? How

is it an improvement over classical theory ?



5. Give the arguments against protectionism. Also explain

the impact of FDI on wealth distribution among different

countries.

6. Discuss the similarities and differences between ASEAN

and EU.

7. What organizational challenges are faced by companies

in the era of globalization ?

8. Name SAARC nations. What are the objectives and

contribution of SAARC ?

9. What issues are involved in trade and environment

debate ? Give examples of global trade disputes which

have erupted on environmental grounds.
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SMS/M-20 13074
DATA MINING FOR BUSINESS DECISIONS

IT-401

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt Five questions in all. Q. No. 1 is compulsory.

Attempt five more questions from remaining questions.

1. Answer the following questions in brief : 5×4=20

(a) What is Data Mining ? What kind of data can be

mined ?

(b) Compare and contrast ROLAP and MOLAP servers.

(c) Explain numerosity data reduction technique.

(d) Discuss different issues involved in data mining.

(e) Discuss current trends in data mining.

2. What are multidimensional data models ? Explain stars

and snowflake schema of multidimensional models. 10

3. What is OLAP ? Explain Roll-Up and Drill-Down

operations with suitable examples. 10

4. What do you mean by data preprocessing ? Explain

different issues related to data integration. 10
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5. What is Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) ? Explain

the steps involved in DWT. 10

6. What do you mean by data transformation ? Discuss any

five strategies of data transformation. 10

7. What are the frequent itemset mining methods ? Explain

a pattern-growth approach for mining frequent itemsets.

10

8. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Architecture of data mining system 5

(b) Designing GUI. 5

9. Write a detailed note on data mining for retail industry.

10
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SMS/M-20 13075
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

IT-402

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt Five questions in all. Q. No. 1 is compulsory.

First question carries 20 marks and all other 15 marks

each.

1. (i) Write four merits of Win Win spiral model.

(ii) Define formula for cyclomatic complexity.

(iii) Define Alpha and Beta test.

(iv) Discuss the design of input.

(v) Discuss role of Documentation.

2. Define Software Engineering as a paradigm and explain

Waterfall model.

3. Explain the working of Prototyping and pros and cons of

Development.

4. Explain Software Quality Assurance and its role in Quality

management.

5. Explain Testing in Software Approach. Discuss black box

and white box testing.



6. Explain Software cost estimation strategies, and COCOMO

model.

7. Explain the following :

(a) Functional test (b) Load test

(c) Unit testing (d) Stress test.

8. Explain design tools with emphasis on DFD and ER

diagram.

9. Write notes on the following :

(a) Automated methods for testing review

(b) Estimating coding task versus non-coding.
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SMS/M-20 13077
INTERNET AND WEB DESIGNING

IT-404

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt Six questions in all. Q. No. 1 is compulsory.

1. (a) What do you understand by bookmark. What is the

advantage of it ? 4

(b) What is the use of <title> tag ? 4

(c) What is the difference between a static and dynamic

web page ? Discuss. 4

(d) What is the use of <a> tag ? Explain using suitable

example. 4

(e) What is ethical hacking ? 4

2. What is Search Engine ? What are the different

components of it ? Discuss. 10

3. (a) What is the difference between FTP and http ? 5

(b) How is the PHP script embedded in a html

document ? Illustrate. 5

4. Discuss the following ftp commands :

recv, pwd, mkdir, mget, ls. 10
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5. Explain the following tags using suitable examples :

<br>, <em>, <li>, <ul>, <b>. 10

6. (a) What do you understand by Domain Name System

(DNS) ? Explain. 5

(b) What is a URL ? What are the different components

of it ? Discuss. 5

7. (a) Discuss the use of query operators in refining the

queries in searching the web pages. 5

(b) What is WWW ? What is Web Browser ? Discuss

the characteristic features of a web browser. 5

8. What is home page ? What features should be there in a

home page of an organization ? 10

9. What do you understand by e-Mail ? What is spam

mail ? What is fishing attack ? Explain. 10
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SMS/M-20 13078
E-COMMERCE

IT-405

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting one question

from each Unit. Q. No. 1 is compulsory. All questions

carry equal marks.

1. (a) What do you understand by E-payment ?

Differentiate between credit cards and debit cards.

4

(b) What are the limitations of e-Commerce ? 4

(c) List the security measures to be considered for any

B2B E-commerce system. 4

(d) What factors make the Internet useful for EDI ? 4

(e) What is digital signature ? 4

2. What is supply chain management ? Write a note on

application of e-Commerce to supply chain management.

10

3. Define the term e-Commerce. What are the significant

issues in implementing electronic commerce in an

organisation ? What are the benefits of e-Commerce to

consumers ? Discuss 10



4. What do you understand by Electronic Data Interchange

(EDI) ? What are the advantages of using EDI over paper

system ? What are the problems in successful

implementation of EDI ? Discuss. 10

5. What are the security threats to e-Commerce system ?

What are the mechanisms to protect and prevent

e-Commerce systems from undesired attacks and

unauthorized access ? Discuss. 10

6. (a) What is electronic cheque ? Discuss. 5

(b) What is Electronic Market Place ? What are the

desirable characteristics of an Electronic Market

Place ? 5

7. Write notes on the following :

(a) Digital Marketing 5

(b) B2G e-Commerce. 5

8. What is a computer network ? What are the security

issues is using public network for B2B trading ? Discuss.

10

9. (a) What are the characteristic features of online

marketing ? Discuss. 5

(b) What are the reasons for slow acceptability of EDI

for trading ? Discuss. 5
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SMS/M-20 13079
INFORMATION SECURITY AND CYBER

LAWS

IT-406

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory. Attempt five more questions

from remaining eight questions.

(Compulsory Question)

1. (a) Describe security threat to information and cyber

security.

(b) Why is physical security important in information

security ? Write different types of security controls.

(c) Write a detailed note on malware detections.

(d) Discuss ethical and legal issues in ICT.

(e) What is e-Commerce taxation ? Explain. 5×4=20

2. What are the basic pillars and principles of information

security ? Elaborate operational issues in information and

network security. 10

3. Discuss in brief about types of security attacks. Give a

model for Network Security with neat diagram along

with security policies. 10
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4. What is the goal of cryptography ? Differentiate among

different types of cryptography. Which type of crytography

is best and why ? 10

5. What is firewall in network securiy ? Discuss different

types of firewall. Evaluate, how firewall is different from

intrusion detection system ? 10

6. (a) Discuss the powers of various authorities under the

Information Technology Act, 2000.

(b) What is ethical and unethical hacking ? Briefly

explain legal resources against hacking. 5+5=10

7. What are cyber frauds ? Write a note on top five cyber

crimes. How contracts in cyber world are enforced ? 10

8. (a) What are the four dominant types of cybers

squatting ? Discuss.

(b) State the provisions for protection of cyber consumer

in India. 5+5=10

9. What kind of material over the internet is subject to

copyright ? How copyright material can be fairly used ?

Write in brief the exemptions from copyright protection.

10
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MMS/M-20 13081
GOAL PROGRAMMING IN MANAGEMENT

POM-402

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt compulsory Q. No. 1 (20 marks) and Five

other questions (each of 10 marks).

1. (a) Define goal programming and highlight its

significance for managerial decision-making.

(b) Differentiate between linear programming and goal

programming. In what ways is goal programming

better than linear programming ?

(c) Explain the meaning of parametric programming

and the types of its problems.

(d) Discuss the features and applications of QSB.

(e) Taking a hypothetical example, explain and illustrate

preemptive goal programming.

2. “Goal programming appears to be the most appropriate,

flexible and powerful technique for decision problems

involving multiple conflicting objectives.” Discuss.



3. A firm produces two products A and B which yield a unit

profit of Rs. 400 and Rs. 300 respectively. Each unit of
A and B requires 1 kg of raw material whose availability
is 300 kg per month. Processing time required per unit is
2 hours for A and one hour for B. Monthly availability of
processing time is 400 hours. Maximum units which can
be sold each month are 150 of A and 350 of B. The firm
has set the following goals in order of their importance—
the priorities being preemptive.

Goal 1 : Avoid underutilisation of normal productive
capacity.

Goal 2 : Sell the maximum number of units of products
A and B. However since the units profits of

A and B are in the ratio 400 : 300 the firm
would give the weightage to sale of the
products in the same ratio.

Goal 3 : Minimise overtime of processing capacity.

Formulate the above as a goal programming problem and
solve it graphically.

4. A company manufactures two products, radios and
transistors. The relevant information is given below :

Required/Unit Radio Transistor Monthly

availability

(hours)

Assembly hours 6 3 90

Finishing hours 3 6 72

Profit/unit 120 90

Using simplex method, determine the best combination
of radios and transistors to realize a profit of Rs. 2,100.
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5. Differentiate between parametric programming and

sensitivity analysis. Taking a hypothetical example, write

the parametric cost problem and describe its solution

procedure.

6. Explain and illustrate the concept of uncertainty. Which

problems are faced in solving a goal programming under

uncertainty ? How can they be resolved ?

7. Taking an example, explain the meaning of non-preemptive

goal programming. Also describe its procedures and

applications.

8. What is a software ? What purpose does it serve ? Taking

a hypothetical programming, illustrate the procedure of

and computation required in applying LIGO in solving a

goal programming problem.

9. Write notes on the following :

(a) Mechanism of post-optimality analysis

(b) Conditions for implementation of goal programming.
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MMS/ M-20: 13083 

POM-404: Techonology Forcasting (wef 2019-20 onwards) 

 
Time: 3 Hours]                              [Max. Marks: 70 
 

Note: Attempt six questions in all. 

 

1. Attempt all the parts of the questions 

 i) Clarify the concept and signifiacne of Technology forecasting. 

 ii) Discuss any two explanatory methods of technology forecasting. 

iii) Clarify the concept of Futmology.  

iv) Differentiate between PERT and CPM 

v) What are Relevance trees? 5x4=20 

2. What is Curve fitting? How and why is it used in the field of technology forecasting? 10 

3. From the following data obtain the two regression equations: 

 Sales  91 97 108 121 67 124 51 73 111 57 

 Purchase 71 75 69 97 70 91 39 61 80 47        10  

4. Consider the following projects. 

 Activity Predecessor Optimistic Time Most likely Time Pessimistic Time 

 A  None  3   6   9 

 B  None  2   5   8 

 C  A  2   4   6 

 D  B  2   3   10 

 E  B  1   3   11 

 F  C,D  4   6   8 

 G  E  1   5   15 

a) Draw the network Diagram 

b) Find the Critical Path 

c) Find the Project Variance 10 

5. Discuss the role, objective and significance of TIFAC in India. 10 

6. Throw light on some of the Morphological Methods which used in the field of Technology 

forecasting. 10 

7. Clarify the concept of OR Modals and discuss their utility and significance in Technology 

forecasting, citing suitable examples. 10 

8. What is Simulation? How and why is it used? 10 

9. "Econometric Models are very important in the field of Technology." Justify the statement citing 

suitable arguements and examples. 10 
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 02

MMS/M-20 13084
R & D MANAGEMENT

POM-405

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Q. No. 1 in Part A is compulsory (4 marks each).

Attempt any Five questions from Part B (10 marks

each).

Part A

1. (a) Specify the importance of latest technology in

industrial growth.

(b) Explain the basis of allocation of research and

development budget by the firms.

(c) Why is vendor development important R & D

projects ?

(d) Mention benefits of research and development

partnerships.

(e) State the ways we can take advantage of sharing

the resources in research and development.

Part B

2. Differentiate between a blog, wiki and e-forum. How

these emerging technologies contribute to the multi-

disciplinary projects ?



3. What are the problems of managing of knowledge

workers ? How knowledge workers are an asset in

managing research and development projects ?

4. Discuss the financial, results monitoring and intellectual

property considerations of partnership planning phase with

research partners.

5. What qualifiers as capital equipment ? How do firms

acquire capital items ? Do they obtain non-capital items

differently ? How is managing capital items different ?

6. What does sponsored research mean ? Differentiate the

contract research and development and sponsored research

and development in terms of the characteristics of the

project.

7. Discuss the objectives and benefits of industry sponsored

projects. How such research projects are mutually

beneficial ?

8. Specify the merits and demerits of procurement procedures

during the establishment of test equipment/facilities.

9. Discuss the objectives of materials management policy in

research institutions. Why inventory monitoring is difficult

and essential to reduce materials costs ? How utilization

of capital equipment affects the materials policy.
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OMMS/M-20 13153
ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT

CP-401

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt eight questions from Part A carrying 5 marks

each and three questions from Part B carrying 10 marks

each.

Part A

1. Discuss the concept of entrepreneur and entrepreneurship.

2. Discuss in brief the stages in entrepreneurial process.

3. How can you convert the ideas into opportunities ?

4. Why to make a business plan ?

5. What are the components of marketing plan ?

6. What is the role of external parties in the growth of a

business ?

7. Give five examples of acquisitions.

8. Differentiate between Merger and Acquisition.
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9. What kind of role the government is playing in

entrepreneurship development ?

10. Differentiate between creativity and innovation.

Part B

11. Discuss the environmental factors affecting the success of

new ‘IT’ business.

12. What are the different creative problem solving

techniques ? Out of these techniques, which one is best

and why ?

13. “For preparing final project report, various feasibility

studies are required.” Explain the statement.

14. What are the methods being used by entrepreneur to start

a new business ? If you want to expand the business, will

the methods remain same or different ? Discuss.

15. “Development of the women entrepreneurs is the key

entrepreneurship development programmes in India.”

Elucidate.
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OMMS/M-20 13154
PRINCIPLES OF INSURANCE AND

BANKING

FM-401

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt any eight questions from Part A carrying 5

marks each. Further, attempt any three questions out of

Part B, carrying 10 marks each.

Part A

1. Describe the following principles of insurance :

(a) Insurance Interest

(b) Proximate Cause.

2. Describe powers of IRDA regarding appointment of agents.

3. Write note on motor insurance and health insurance.

4. What is ‘Bancassurance’ ? Explain models of

bancassurance.

5. Explain types of relations between Banker and Customer.
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6. Differentiate between Corporate Banking and Retail

Banking.

7. Explain the provision of Banking Regulation Act, 1949

regarding types of activities that can be performed and

that can not be performed by banks.

8. Give an overview of LIC Act, 1956.

9. Describe code of conduct for insurance agents.

10. Explain the role of various institutions involved in rural

banking.

Part B

11. Elaborate the following :

(a) Branch Banking

(b) Capital adequacy

(c) Reserve requirement of banks,

(d) Functions of commercial banks.

12. Describe briefly the fee-based services of banks. What

are powers and duties of banks regarding collection of

cheques.

13. What are the weakness in the distribution channels in

insurance sector ? Explain code of conduct and

remuneration rules about life insurance agents.
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14. Explain types of life insurance policies. Which category

of life insurance policies is more popular and why ?

15. Explain the following :

(a) Organisation of RBI

(b) Open market operations of RBI

(c) e-Banking and paperless banking

(d) Claim settlement in life insurance.
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OMMS/M-20 13156
(Old Syllabus)

FINANCIAL DERIVATIVES

FM-403

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Part A

Note : Attempt any eight questions carrying 5 marks each.

1. Explain various hedging mechanisms of risk using

financial derivatives.

2. How would you ascertain the effectiveness of a derivative

market ? Explain.

3. What are different margins levied on the equity derivatives

apart from initial margin.

4. Describe clearing-house operations in derivative markets.

5. What are the implications of holding a short position in

a futures instrument ?

6. What is a basis of swap ? Describe features of swap

contract with an illustration.



7. Explain and illustrate synthetic derivative option contract,

8. What is meant by riding the yield curve ? Explain.

9. Explain how hedging helps in managing currency risk.

10. State and explain LEAPS options. 8×5=40

Part B

Note : Attempt any three questions carrying 10 marks each.

1. Explain the methods of pricing equity futures.

2. What is the underlying principle in the valuation of swaps

? Also describe essentials of credit default swap.

3. Discuss the significance and computation of various sub-

elements of VaR.

4. Discuss the hedging strategies used to cover delta, gamma,

vega, theta and rho risks.

5. Critically examine the mechanism of options market

functioning. 3×10=30
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OMMS/M-20 13157
MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIAL SERVICES

FM-404

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Part A

Note : Attempt any eight questions of the following, carrying

5 marks each :

1. What is Fund based financial services ?

2. Define financial lease and differentiate it with operating

lease.

3. What is the role of NHB in housing finance ?

4. Explain the various types of credit cards.

5. Describe the nature of bought out deals.

6. Who are the beneficiaries of securitization ?

7. State the characteristics of factoring.

8. What are the features of consumer credit ?
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9. Enumerate the objectives of credit rating.

10. Explain the significance of book building.

Part B

Note : Attempt any three questions, carrying 10 marks each.

11. What is Factoring ? Describe the various types of factoring

arrangements in India.

12. Describe hire purchase. Distinguish it from leasing.

13. Discuss the significance of credit rating to investors and

companies. Explain with suitable examples.

14. What do you mean by book building ? Explain the

mechanism of book building.

15. Describe the concept, participants and functions of

depository system.
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OMMS/M-20 13159
PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

FM-406

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Part A

1. State and explain any eight of the following : 8×5=40

(i) Investment portfolio

(ii) Portfolio construction process

(iii) Security market line

(iv) Leveraged portfolios

(v) Treynor ratio

(vi) Constant ratio plan

(vii) Portfolio churning

(viii) Optimum portfolio

(ix) Risk free return

(x) Limits to diversification.

Part B

Note : Attempt any three questions.

2. State and differentiate traditional and modern portfolio

approaches. How does modern portfolio approach facilitate

risk-return optimisation ? Explain. 5+5=10
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3. Critically examine the validity and efficiency of Sharpe

Single model of portfolio construction. 10

4. State and differentiate CAPM and APT. Do you consider

APT as a better narrative to explain asset prices ? Explain.

5+5=10

5. Describe, in detail, portfolio management strategies. 10

6. What is Stock Selectivity ? Describe, how portfolio

managers attempt stock selection ? 4+6=10
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OMMS/M-20 13162
SERVICE MARKETING

MM-403

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt eight questions from Part A (5 marks each)

and three questions from Part B (10 marks each).

Part A

Write notes on the following :

1. Supplementary Services.

2. Goods-Services Categorisation.

3. Service Marketing Mix

4. Service Companies excelling in differentiation in your

opinion.

5. Service Positioning planks

6. Reasons behind rapid growth in service in last few

decades.

7. COVID 19 impact on services



8. Service recovery techniques.

9. Interactive marketing phases.

10. Service Product levels.

Part B

11. Using relevant data, discuss the role of service sector in

the Indian economy. How can the sector face the

challenges associated with pandemic and lockdown ?

12. What are the various GAPS discussed in the relevant

Service Quality Model ? How can these GAPS be

managed ?

13. Discuss various relationship bonds. Also discuss various

benefits associated with practicing relationship marketing.

14. Why is Internal marketing imperative for good external

service quality ? Discuss various dimensions of internal

marketing.

15. What makes service marketing a tough proposition ?

How can marketers overcome challenges associated with

service marketing ?
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OMMS/M-20 13163
STRATEGIC MARKETING

MM-404

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Each question in Part A is of 5 marks and attempt any

eight questions from Part A. Each question in Part B is

of 10 marks. Attempt any three questions from Part B.

Part A

Write short notes on any eight of the following :

1. Future of strategic marketing.

2. Competitor’s analysis—rationale and process in brief.

3. Cost leadership strategy.

4. Benchmarking as a tool of strategic marketing.

5. Differentiation strategy.

6. Focused strategy.

7. Key success factors in market analysis.
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8. BCG matrix.

9. Diversification as a strategic option.

10. Innovation and its role in strategy.

Part B

11. Discuss the overall process of strategic marketing with its

key variables. Explain briefly various components of the

process.

12. Discuss the importance and variables of customer analysis

from the strategic analysis perspective. Elucidate your

answer with relevant examples.

13. Discuss various dimensions and process of market analysis

in context of strategic marketing. Support your answer

with suitable example.

14. Explain various product-market strategies with relevant

corporate practices.

15. Discuss various points to be considered in evaluation and

control of marketing strategy.
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OMMS/M-20 13164
RURAL AND AGRICULTURE MARKETING

MM-405

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt Eleven questions in all, selecting eight

questions (5 marks each) from Part A and three

questions (10 marks each) from Part B.

Part A

1. What are main characteristics of Rural Market of India ?

2. How do the urban and rural consumers differ in their

behaviour ?

3. What are the reasons that make rural market a market

with a lot of potential ?

4. Present a generic profile of rural consumer.

5. Explain the role of co-operative marketing in India.

6. How have the e-Choupals helped the rural consumers ?

7. What are the key challenges in formulating pricing strategy

for rural markets ?
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8. What are major media vehicles suitable for Rural Markets

in India ?

9. What are the challenges in the marketing of Agricultural

Produce ?

10. What are the functions of Agriculture Price Commission ?

Part B

11. Critically analyse different parameters for segmentation

in the rural market. Explain, how and why a particular

parameter needs to be selected for segmenting the rural

market ?

12. Explain, how rural marketing mix is a distinct or modified

form of the conventional marketing mix ?

13. How do you relate the concept of product life cycle with

the realities of rural markets in India ?

14. Compare and contrast the traditional market or mandi

driven system with the modern integrated farm to

supermarket based agriculture system.

15. Describe the marketing ecosystem of Indian fertilizer

industry.
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OMMS/M-20 13165
MARKETING COMMUNICATION

STRATEGY

MM-406

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt eight questions from Part A (5 marks each)

and three questions from Part B (10 marks each).

Part A

1. Discuss the components of marketing communication mix.

2. What are factors affecting IMC plan ?

3. What is the criticism of publicity ?

4. In what cases, social appeal in advertising is effective ?

5. When is flighting approach used ?

6. Differentiate between Push and Pull strategy.

7. In what cases, personal selling is mostly used ?

8. Explain GRP. How is it calculated ?

9. Discuss the issues confronting sales promotion plan.



10. Explain the prominent public relations tools.

Part B

11. Explain the IMC Planning Model. Discuss the pros and

cons of this model.

12. Explain the components of designing a creative strategy.

What issues are confronting this strategy ?

13. How were appeals changed in the advertisements of the

products/services during COVID-19 situation ? Explain

with examples.

14. With the help of any case, explain the integration of sales

promotion with advertising and publicity.

15. Explain the prominent direct marketing tools. Which tools

played a significant role in influencing customers during

lockdown due to COVID situation ?
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 02

OMMS/M-20 13166
MANAGEMENT TRAINING AND

DEVELOPMENT

HRM-401

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt any eight questions from Part A carries 5 marks

each and any three questions from Part B carries 10

marks each.

Part A

1. Need of Training

2. Role of external agency in training

3. Significance of training and development in an

organization

4. Benchmarking

5. Reinforcement

6. Importance of learning

7. Future of T & D



8. Development programs

9. CIRO model of training and development

10. Training Aids

Part B

1. Explain the different methods of training in an

organisation.

2. Explain the concept of transfer of training in detail.

3. Explain considerations for designing an effective training

programme.

4. Why training is essential in an organization ? Explain the

need of training and development.

5. Define Learning. What are the different theories of learning

and also explain the process of learning ?
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 03

OMMS/M-20 13167
HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING AND

DEVELOPMENT

HRM-402

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt any eight questions from Section A and any

three questions from Section B. Each question of

Section A carries 5 marks and that of Section B carries

10 marks.

Section A

1. What are Redeployment Plans ? Why are they prepared ?

2. Differentiate between Strategic Planning and Human

Resource Planning.

3. In the technology enabled contemporary organisations,

what challenges you feel the most prominent while

performing Human Resource Planning ?

4. Briefly describe the approaches of competency

development.
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5. Enlist the guidelines to be followed while developing

Learning and Development Plans.

6. Explain the different perspectives of HRP.

7. Elaborate Quantitative HR Plan. State its key objectives.

8. State certain modern methods of training used for

development of managers.

9. Why is Scenario Planning performed ? Discuss its key

functions.

10. Mention certain guidelines for effective HRP in

competitive business environment.

Section B

11. You are working as an HR Manager for a Private Sector

Bank. Identify the most suitable methods of developing

senior level bank managers. Devise a management

development for such bank managers and elucidate steps.

12. Figure out the prominent methods of forecasting demand

of people for IT firm. Also figure out the factors which

influence demand of people for such organisations.

13. Why Retention has been a cause for concern for modern

day organisations ? Elaborate the important guidelines

while devising a Retention Plan for multinational

organisation. Discuss their important ingredients.
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14. Identify the latest developments in the ways and patterns

the technology enabled companies are resourcing the talent

in present times. Also mention the key issues and

challenges in resourcing quality talent.

15. Elaborate the core activities and practices performed under

the umbrella of Talent Management concept. Also figure

out the potential challenges for the Talent Managers in

contemporary organisations.
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 02

OMMS/M-20 13168
HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

STRATEGIES AND SYSTEMS

HRM-403

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt eight questions from Part A, carrying 5 marks

each and three questions from Part B, carrying 10 marks

each.

Part A

1. Discuss the scope of HRD in present scenario.

2. What are the elements of HRD climate ?

3. Define career planning. What are the benefits of career

planning ?

4. Differentiate between career planning and succession

planning.

5. What are the principles in designing HRD system ?

6. What are the challenges of future HRD professionals ?

7. Explain the strategic HR framework approach.



8. Explain two HRD interventions strategies.

9. “It is the nature of human being to resist the change.”

Elucidate.

10. “Future of HRD in India is bright.” Discuss.

Part B

11. Define HRD. Discuss the HRD methods that are

commonly used.

12. In changing paradigm of HRD, what is the global

perspective on HRD ?

13. Discuss the contribution of sub-systems to HRD goals.

14. “HRD for workers and HRD for other special groups is

different.” Explain the statement with suitable examples.

15. “Change is inevitable.” Elucidate. Explain the HRD

approaches that are used for coping with organizational

changes.
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 02

OMMS/M-20 13169
COUNSELLING SKILLS FOR MANAGER

HRM-404

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : There are fifteen questions in all. Attempt any eight

questions from Part A of 5 marks each and three

questions from Part B of 10 marks each.

Part A

1. Define Counsellor. How he/she is different from

psychotherapist ?

2. Discuss the counseler-centred approach to counselling.

3. Elaborate the values in counselling.

4. Define Cognitive Behaviour therapy.

5. What do you mean by REBT (Rational Emotive Behaviour

Therapy) ?

6. Define advanced empathy.

7. Enlist various advanced skills in counselling.
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8. Define Self-disclosure and its importance in counselling.

9. Discuss the guidelines for effective counselling.

10. Discuss the do’s and do not’s of a professional counsellor.

Part B

11. Discuss the concept and need of counselling. Also discuss

various approaches to counselling.

12. Write notes on the following :

(a) Ethics in counselling

(b) Confrontation.

13. Discuss the steps involved in the process of counselling.

Also discuss the need of employee counselling.

14. Discuss the role of communication in counselling. Briefly

explain various listening barriers.

15. Define (any two) :

(a) Performance Counselling

(b) Existential Therapy.



Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 02

OMMS/M-20 13171
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT AND

MANAGERIAL EFFECTIVENESS

HRM-406

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Part A

Note : Attempt any eight questions. Each questin carries 5

marks.

1. Explain the process of performance management.

2. Discuss objectives and need for strategic planning.

3. Describe managerial skills development importance.

4. Elaborate BARS.

5. Describe manager as optimizer and leader.

6. Explain foster creativity.

7. Essential dimensions of managerial job.

8. What is performance appraisal ?

9. Describe potential appraisal.

10. Explain self-appraisal.
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Part B

Note : Attempt any three questions. Each question carries

10 marks.

11. Define knowledge management. Illustrate its importance

and process.

12. Write notes on the following :

(a) Balanced scorecard

(b) Career development.

13. Define Performance. What are the various techniques used

for measuring performance ?

14. Elaborate the management criteria for measuring

managerial effectiveness.

15. Write notes on the following :

(a) Group influences

(b) Reward system.
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OMMS/M-20 13172
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL MARKETS

IB-401

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt any eight questions from Part A carrying 5

marks each. From Part B attempt any three questions

carrying 10 marks each.

Part A

1. Describe why and where the Bretton Woods Conference

was held ? Which decisions were taken during this

conference ?

2. What is role of World Bank and IMF ?

3. Why was Euro-dollar created ?

4. What is Euro-banking ? How does it differ from

international banking ?

5. Explain features of Euro-notes market.

6. What is the difference between Euro currency loan and

Euro bond ?



7. Differentiate between the terms currency risk and currency

exposure. What are types of currency exposure ?

8. Name international capital market instruments and explain

features of any two of them.

9. Can the global markets be used for hedging ? If yes,

explain how ?

10. Describe the issues involved in use of Participatory Notes.

Part B

11. Elaborate the historical developments related to emergence

of various exchange rate regimes in international financial

system till Bretton Woods.

12. Describe the role of IFC and BIS in international financial

markets.

13. What is Euro-banking ? Elaborate the functions and role

of Euro-banking and Euro-currency Centers.

14. What are features of ADRs and GDRs ? Why might it be

easier for an investor desiring to diversify his portfolio

internationally to buy depository receipts rather than the

actual share of the company ?

15. What are Euro-commercial papers ? Describe advantages

and disadvantages of Euro-commercial papers.
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 02

OMMS/M-20 13173
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING

IB-402

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt eight questions from Part A carrying 5 marks

each. Attempt any three questions from Part B carrying

10 marks each.

Part A

1. Discuss the scope of International Marketing.

2. Explain the factors influencing the selection of suitable

mode of entry.

3. In what circumstances, company adopts ethnocentric

orientation ?

4. When concentrated and differentiated target market

strategies are used in international markets ?

5. Discuss the scope of Indian brands in foreign markets.

6. Which factors influence the labelling decision overseas ?

7. Explain the types of transfer pricing.



8. How product warranties and services help in building

brand image ? Explain with examples.

9. Differentiate between export broker and export merchant.

10. Which factors are considered while designing the

advertising for foreign markets ?

Part B

11. Explain the importance of macro variables in segmenting

international markets. How their ignorance lead to failure

of the business operations in foreign countries ?

12. How foreign markets are selected ? Discuss the process

and techniques of foreign market selection.

13. Differentiate between product standardization and product

adaptation. Also discuss the factors encouraging product

standardization.

14. Explain in detail, the various types of indirect channel of

distribution in foreign markets.

15. What factors influence foreign pricing ? Explain the

pricing strategies used in foreign markets.
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OMMS/M-20 13175
INTERNATIONAL STRATEGIC

MANAGEMENT

IB-404

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Section A is compulsory (carrying 4 marks each).

Attempt five questions from Section B (carrying

10 marks each).

Section A

1. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Briefly explain divestment and the reasons for

divestment.

(b) Discuss in brief the concept of international business

integration.

(c) Discuss the nature of Inter National Strategic

Management.

(d) Comment in brief the role of leadership for effective

strategic implementation.

(e) What is resource allocation in strategy

implementation ? 5×4=20
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Section B

2. “Strategic planning is a powerful system, which form the

structure of the various strategies (programs) and plans.”

Elucidate this statement by detailing out the concept and

functions of International Strategic Planning.

3. Elucidate in detail the GE-McKinsey Model as the strategic

tool used for business portfolio planning.

4. “To combat the major socio-economic problems of

developing as well as developed nations due to corporate

failure it is necessary for organizations to identify revival

strategies.” Comment by discussing the major revival

strategies in detail.

5. Discuss in detail the project and procedural issues faced

in strategic implementation.

6. “Business cannot be successful when the society around

them fails.” In view of the above explain in detail the

significance of values, ethics and social responsibility in

strategic implementation.

7. Explain in detail the operational and derived functional

plans to implement strategy.

(3)L-13175 2



8. “The Ansoff Matrix is a strategic planning tool that

provides a framework to help executives, senior managers,

and marketers devise strategies for future growth.” Do

you agree or disagree with the statement ? Comment on

the statement by bringing out the whole concept of this

tool or approach.

9. Elucidate in detail the prerequisites and the complexities

of the International strategy. 5×10=50
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OMMS/M-20 13178
DATA WAREHOUSING AND DATA

MINING

ITM-401

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt any eight questions from Part A and three

questions from Part B.

Part A

1. Explain the steps for designing and construction of a data

warehouse system. 5

2. What is data warehouse ? What are its characteristic

features ? Discuss. 5

3. What do you understand by data reduction ? How is it

carried out ? Discuss. 5

4. What is Data Cleaning ? What is the need of it ? Discuss

the qualities of good data. 5
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5. What is meant by multidimensional and multi-level

association mining ? Discuss. 5

6. What is Data Mining ? What are the factors motivating

data mining ? Discuss. 5

7. What do you understand by data generalization and

summarization ? How are these performed ? Discuss. 5

8. What are the challenges in business data warehouse

design ? Discuss. 5

9. What are Data Cubes ? How data cubes can be framed

from tables and spreadsheet ? Discuss. 5

10. What are the different methods for filling in the missing

values of a database ? 5

Part B

11. What is Bayes Theorem ? Write a detailed note on

Bayesian classification. 10

12. What is Decision Tree ? Write the decision tree induction

algorithm. 10
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13. What is the difference between data and information ?

What are the different types of data ? Write a note on

conceptual data architecture. 10

14. What is meant by association rule mining ? Write a note

on apriori algorithm. 10

15. What is data warehouse schema ? How fact and dimension

tables are important for designing data warehouse schema ?

10
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 02

OMMS/M-20 13179
eCRM

ITM-402

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt any eight questions from Part A and three

questions from Part B.

Part A

Note : Attempt any eight questions.

1. What is Knowledge Management (KM) and CRM ?

Elaborate knowledge centricity.

2. List and explain the components and characteristics of

knowledge.

3. What is Gap analysis ? Explain the drivers of knowledge

management.

4. What is value preposition ? Explore the statement “The

Devil is in the Details”.

5. Write a detailed note on evaluation and strategic

allignment.



6. How do you constitute audit team ? Discuss constraints

identifications.

7. Discuss the design challenges for blueprinting the

technology infrastructure.

8. Write a note on Voiceover IP and web conferencing.

9. What is Prototyping ? Discuss chunking and prototyping
the pilot projects.

10. Write a detailed note on matrix model. 8×5=40

Part B

Note : Attempt any three questions.

11. What are the fundamentals of Customer Relationship

Management (CRM) ? Draw and explain CRM life-cycle.

How do you understand the lifetime value of customers ?

12. What is context strategic technology ? State examples of

relationship management process and web-only relationship
tactics. Explain critical success factors.

13. Why do audit customer knowledge ? Explain audit
methods. How to use audit results to drive KCRM ?

14. How to build an implementation team ? What is team
composition, tasks and expertise ? Elaborate risk

assessment and common pitfalls.

15. What is data and information integration ? Explain KCRM

architecture along with long term considerations.
3×10=30
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 02

OMMS/M-20 13180
CRYPTOGRAPHY AND SECURITY SYSTEM

ITM-404

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt Eleven questions in all, selecting any eight

questions from Part A and any three questions from

Part B.

Part A

Note : Attempt any eight questions.

1. Distinguish between strong and weak Crypto.

2. What is automatic rekeying ?

3. Briefly explain IP routed configuration.

4. Write a detailed note on virtual private networks.

5. List and explain the basic issues related to IPSEC clients.

6. Why Elliptic Curve Cryptography is considered to be

better than RSA ?

7. List the basic attacks on SSL.



8. Distinguish between transparent and interactive

distribution.

9. Elaborate problems related to e-Mail security.

10. What is meant by public key certificates ? 8×5=40

Part B

Note : Attempt any three questions.

11. What are the essentials of Crypto ? How a realistic

computer security objective can be achieved ? Discuss

Crypto techniques which help in achieving security goals.

10

12. What is random key generation ? Discuss pseudorandom

number generators with an example. List its security

requirements. 10

13. Describe IPSEC encrypting router. Explain IPSEC security

protocols, authentication and encryption. How classic

internet attacks are blocked ? 10

14. Discuss RSA algorithm, highlighting its computational

aspects and security. How is secret key exchanged with

RSA crypto ? 10

15. Discuss the basic issues of e-mail security. Draw and

explain internet e-Mail software architecture. Explore the

role of secure e-mail client distribution public keys. 10
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OMMS/M-20 13182
ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING

ITM-406

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt Eleven questions in all, selecting eight

questions from Part A and three questions from Part B.

Each question in Part A carries 5 marks and in Part B

carries 10 marks.

Part A

1. What do you mean by ERP ? 5

2. Comment on the future of e-Business. 5

3. What are the various privacy issues for e-Business ? 5

4. Differentiate between ERP and MRP. 5

5. How e-Commerce can prove to be helpful to business ?

Explain. 5

6. How SCM can be consumer-oriented ? Explain. 5

7. Name the various ERP packages available in market.

Explain features of any one of the package in detail. 5



8. What are the impacts of re-engineering on company ? 5

9. Write a short note on ERP implementation. 5

10. What things should be kept in mind so that ERP can be

easily connected with other components of business ? 5

Part B

11. What is MRP-II ? Discuss the various components of

MRP-II in detail along with purpose and working of each

components. 10

12. What are the various requirements for E-Business ? How

computer can play a role in improving a business ?

Explain the pros and cons of using computers in business.

10

13. What is meant by Business Process Re-engineering ?

How is it implemented in a business ? Explain in detail.

10

14. What are the various problems and benefits of

implementing ERP ? Describe various modules of ERP in

brief. 10

15. Differentiate between ERP and SCM. What are the various

SEHL issues in SCM ? Explain in detail. 10
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OMMS/M-20 13183
APPLIED OPERATIONS RESEARCH

POM-401

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt eight questions, out of ten questions, (each of

5 marks) from Part A and three questions, out of five

questions (each of 10 marks) from Part B.

Part A

1. What is Parametric Programming ? Illustrate a parametric

cost problem.

2. Which types of changes are considered in sensitivity

analysis ?

3. What are the differences beween PERT/CPM ? Give two

examples each of PERT and CPM projects.

4. Which factors affect the level of inventory maintained by

an organisation ?

5. In a bank on an average 18 customers are served by the

cashier in one hour. Assuming the service time to be

exponentially distribution, find the probability that a

customer will be serviced (i) within 3 minutes and (ii) in

more than 12 minutes.
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6. Explain the meaning of optimization technique. What are

the differences between linear and non-linear

programming ?

7. Identify all the paths in the following network :

2

41 7 8

3

5

6

8. Write a note on portfolio management problem.

9. Discuss the characteristics and applications of reliability

models.

10. Highlight the characteristics of dynamic programming.

Part B

11. The average time between successive arrivals at a repair

shop, which works 8 hours a day, is 30 minutes. The

shop has one mechanic who can repair the incoming

vehicles at an average rate of 3 per hour. The mechanic

is paid at Rs. 14 per hour while the waiting time cost is

Rs. 20 per hour. The owner is contemplating to replace

the mechanic by another mechanic who demands Rs. 18

per hour but can repair the vehicles at an average of 4

per hour. Find the total cost in both the cases. Should the

existing mechanic be replaced with the new one ?
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12. Write a note on graphical approach to sensitivity analysis.

Take a two-variable linear programming problem and carry

out the sensitivity analysis to determine the change within

which the changes in the objective function co-efficients

would not cause a change in its basis.

13. The data on the operating costs and resale value of an

equipment which costed Rs. 10,000 is given below :

Year Operating Resale Value

Cost (Rs.) (Rs.)

1500 5000

1900 2500

2300 1250

2900 600

3600 400

4500 400

5500 400

What is the optimum period for replacement ?

14. Durations (in days) of the activities of a project are as

given below :

Activity Duration

1-2 2

2-3 8

2-4 6

3-5 12

3-6 5
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4-5 5

5-7 3

5-8 5

6-7 4

6-9 3

7-9 4

8-9 6

Draw the network, identify the critical path and determine

EST, EFT, LST and LFT for each activity.

15. Write notes on the following :

(a) Inventory models under uncertainty

(b) Procedure of dynamic programming.
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OMMS/M-20 13184
GOAL PROGRAMMING IN MANAGEMENT

POM-402

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt any eight questions from Part A and three

questions from Part B.

Part A

1. What is goal programming ? State clearly its assumptions.

Identify the major differences between linear programming

and goal programming.

2. What are goal programming models and how they compare

to other LP or NLP models ?

3. Explain a scenario where the goal programming concepts

are applied.

4. "Goal programming appears to be the most appropriate,

flexible and powerful technique for complex decision

problems involving multiple conflicting objectives".

Discuss.

5. What is Sensitivity analysis and why do we perform it ?

What benefits do you get after sensitivity analysis ?



6. Describe applications of goal programming in financial

and accounting.

7. Explain the following terms :

(a) Deviational variables

(b) Pre-emptive priority factors.

8. What does it mean to rank goals in goal programming ?

How does it affect the problem's solution ?

9. The manufacturing plant of an electronics firm produces

two types of TV sets, both colour and black-and-white.

According to past experiences, production of either a

colour or a black-and-white set requires an average of

one hour in the plant. The plant has a normal production

capacity of 40 hours a week. The marketing department

reports that, because of limited sales opportunity, the

maximum number of colour and black-and-white sets that

can be sold are 24 and 30 respectively for the week. The

gross margin from the sale of a colour set is Rs. 80,

whereas it is Rs. 40 from a black-and-white set.

The chairman of the company has set the following goals

as arranged in the order of their importance to the

organization.

(a) Avoid any underutilization of normal production

capacity (on layoffs of production workers).
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(b) Sell as many TV sets as possible. Since the gross

margin from the sale of colour TV set is twice the

amount from a black-and-white set, he has twice as

much desire to achieve sales for colour sets as

black-and-white sets.

(c) The chairman wants to minimize the overtime

operation of the plant as much as possible.

Formulate this as a Goal Programming Problem.

10. The NW shopping mall conducts special events to attract

potential patrons. Among the events that seem to attract

teenagers, the young/middle aged group and senior citizens,

the most popular are band concerts and art shows. Their

costs per presentation are Rs. 1500 and Rs. 3000,

respectively. The total (strict) annual budget allocated to

the two events is Rs. 15,000. The mall manager estimates

the attendance as follows :

                Number attending per presentation

Event Teenagers Young/middle Senior

age citizens

Band Concert 200 100 0

Art show 0 400 250

The mall manager has set minimum goal of 1000, 1200

and 800 for the attendance of teenagers, the young/middle

aged group and senior citizens, respectively. Formulate

the problem as a goal programming problem.
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Part B

11. An office equipment manufacturer produces two kinds of

products, chairs and lamps. Production of either a chair

or lamp requires 1 hour of production capacity in the

plant. The plant has a maximum production capacity of

110 hours per week. Because of the limited sales capacity,

the maximum number of chairs and lamps that can be

sold are 6 and 8 per week, respectively. The gross margin

from the sale of a chair is Rs. 80 and Rs. 40 for a lamp.

The plant manager has set the following goals arranged

in the order of :

(a) he wants to avoid any underutilization of production

capacity.

(b) he wants to sell as many chairs and lamps as

possible. Since the gross margin from the sale of

chair is set at twice the amount of profit from a

lamp, he has twice as much desire to achieve the

sales goal for chairs as for lamps.

(c) He wants to minimize the overtime operation of the

plant as much as possible.

Formulate this as a goal programming problem and then

solve both by graphical and simplex method.

12. The production manager faces the problem of job

allocation among three of hit teams. The processing rate

of the three teams are 5, 6 and 8 units per hour
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respectively. The normal working hours for each team are

8 hours per day. The production manager has the following

goals for the next day in order of priority :

(a) The manager wants to avoid any underachievement

of production level, which is set at 180 units of

product.

(b) Any overtime operation of team 2 beyond 2 hours

and team 3 beyond 3 hours should be avoided.

(c) Minimize the sum of overtime

Formulate this as a goal programming problem and solve

the same by simplex method.

13. An Electronics company manufactures two types of

Camera sets. One camera set, type A, requires 3 hours in

assembly, while the other, type B requires 6 hours

assembly time. The normal assembly operation is limited

to 90 hours per week. Marketing surveys indicate that no

more than 50 type A and 25 type B Camera sets should

be produced each week. The net profit from the type A

model is Rs. 120 each and is Rs. 240 each from the type

B model.

The company president has stated the following goals

priority wise :

P1 Maximize total profit to Rs. 3000.

P2 Minimize over time operation of the assembly lines

P3 Sell as many Camera sets as possible. Since the net

profit from the type B model is 2 times that from

the type A model, the president has 2 times as

much desire to maximize the sales of the type B

model as he does for the type A model.

Formulate this as goal programming model.
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14. A company manufactures two products, radios and

transistors, which must be processed through assembly

and finishing departments. Assembly has 90 hours

available, finishing can handle up to 72 hours of work.

Manufacturing one radio requires 6 hours in assembly

and 3 hours in finishing. Each transistor requires 3 hours

in assembly and 6 hours in finishing. If profit is

Rs. 120 per radio and Rs. 90 per transistor, determine the

best combination of radios and transistors to realize the

profit of Rs. 2100.

15. A small furnishing company manufactures tables and

chairs. Each chair requires 4 man hours of labour while

each table requires 5 man-hours of labour. If only 80

man-hours are available each week and the owner of the

company would neither hire additional labour nor utilize

overtime, formulate the linear goal programming problem

and solve it graphically. Both the table and the chair fetch

a profit of Rs. 100 each. The owner has a target to earn

profit of Rs. 2,000 per week. Also he would like to

supply 10 chairs, if possible, per week to a sister concern.
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 02

OMMS/M-20 13185
TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT

POM-403

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt both the Parts A and B of question paper.

Part A

Note : Attempt any eight questions from this Part. Each

question carries 5 marks.

1. Discuss any two challenges of modern day transportation.

2. Discuss any two advantages of effective transportation.

3. What is pipeline transportation ? Where is it used ?

4. Explain fishy-back mode of transportation.

5. What is bill of lading ? Where is it used ?

6. Explain package services. Where are they used ?

7. Who are freight forwarders ? Discuss their functions.

8. Explain the concept of pooling in the context of

transportation.
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9. Discuss any two factors which are considered in transport

carrier selection.

10. Clarify the concept of Line-Haul rates. 8×5=40

Part B

Note : Attempt any three questions from this Part. Each

question carries 10 marks.

11. Provide an insight into growth of urbanisation and

problems of transportation in India citing suitable example.

12. Discuss the role of Government in Planning, Operation

and Management of Transportation system.

13. Write notes on the following :

(a) Travel demand forecasting models

(b) Load planning.

14. Discuss the objectives of Motor Vehicle Act and explain,

how can it impact urban transport system in India ?

15. Discuss the following :

(a) Emission norms.

(b) Costs associated with transportation. 3×10=30
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 03

OMMS/M-20 13186
TECHNOLOGY FORECASTING

POM-404

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Attempt Six questions in all including Q. No. 1 which

is compulsory.

(Compulsory Question)

1. Discuss all parts : 5×4=20

(a) Briefly explain the process and uses of Delphi

Technique.

(b) What is Cross Impact Matrix ? Where is it used ?

(c) What is Trend Extrapolation ?

(d) Clarify the concept of Futurology.

(e) Clarify the concept and discuss the uses of

Relevance trees.

2. Provide an insight into the field of Technology Forecasting.

Discuss its uses, relevance and significance for modern

day business organisation. 10
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3. The following data relate to advertising expenditure (in

lakhs of Rupees) and their corresponding sales (in cross

of Rupees) :

Advertising Expenditure Sales

10 14

12 17

15 23

23 25

20 21

Estimate the sales corresponding to advertising expenditure

of Rs. 30 lakhs. Use Regression analysis for this purpose.

10

4. The optimistic (a), Most Likely (m) and Pessimistic (b)

duration in weeks, of 11 activities in a project are given

below :

Activity a m b

1-2 1 2 3

1-3 1 2 3

1-4 1 1 1

2-6 2 3 10

3-7 2 5 8

3-5 5 6 19

4-5 1 3 5
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5-9 2 5 8

6-8 1 1 1

7-8 1 4 7

8-9 1 9 5

(a) Draw the network diagram and idenify critical path.

(b) Determine the expected project completion time and

its variance. 5+5=10

5. What are Econometric Models ? How and where are they

used ? Explain with suitable examples. 10

6. “Operation Research Models are significant for modern

day business organisations.” Do you agree with this

statement ? Elaborate your viewpoint with suitable

arguements and examples. 10

7. Discuss some of the qualitative methods that are used in

the field of technology forecasting. 10

8. What is Simulation ? How and where is it used in business

world ? 10

9. Write notes on the following : 5+5=10

(a) Morphological Methods

(b) Normative Methods.
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